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Abstract 
Recently Cordeiro et al. [1] proposed a new class ofdistributions that extends 

exponentiated type distributions, named as exponentiated generalized class of 

distributions. Many special models are obtained from this class; one of them is 

exponentiated generalized Fréchet distribution. In this paper, some properties of the 

exponentiated generalized Fréchetdistribution will be discussed, including the shape of 

the probability density function, hazard rate function, and quantile function. The 

moment, the moment generating function and order statistics are obtained. Finally, the 

statistical properties of the model are provided and the method of maximum likelihood 

estimation was proposed in estimating its parameters. 

1. Introduction 

Statisticaldistributions are very useful in describing and predicting real data analysis. 

Although many distributions have been developed, there are always techniques for 

developing distributions which are either more flexible or for fitting specific real data 

analysis. In recent years, some different generalizations of continuous distributions have 

received great attention in the literature.Broadly speaking, there has been an increased 

interest in defining new generators for univariate continuous families of distributions by 

introducing one or more additional shape parameter(s) to a baseline distribution. The 

Exponentiateddistributionshave been studied widely in statistics since 1995 and a 

number of authors have developed various classes of these distributions. One of 

thesegenerators is the exponentiated generalized (EG) class of distributions pioneered by 

Cordeiro et al. [1]. For an arbitrary baseline cumulative distribution function (cdf) G(x), 

they defined the probability density function (pdf) f(x) and the cdf F(x) by ���� � ���1 
 �������	�1 
 �1 
 �������������, �	���	� � 0,             (1) 

and ���� � �1 
 �1 
 ������� ,			�	���	� � 0,		                               (2) 

respectively, where ���� � �������  and a, b are two extra shape parameters to those of the 

G distribution. A new method of adding two parameters to a continuous distribution that 

extends the idea first introduced by Lehman [2] and exponentiated distributions have 

been studied by several authors, the exponentiated Fréchet (EF) distribution is a special  
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case of general class of exponentiated distribution proposed 

by Gupta et al. [3]; Nadarajah and Kotz [4] studied some of 

the mathematical properties of the standard Fréchet 

distribution and the cdf is given by 

���� � ���  
 !"�#$% ,				&	���	" > 0, � > 0. 
They introduced the exponentiated exponential (EE) 

distribution as a generalization of standard exponential 

distribution. The exponentiated exponential (EE) 

distribution is defined by cumulative distribution function 

(cdf) ���� = (1 − ��)*+,, where x, λ, α> 0, and α-th is a 

power of standard exponential cumulative 

distribution.They defined the cdf of the new distribution 

called generalized Fréchet (GF) distribution and defined 

the form by: ���� = 1 − -1 − ��� .− !/�#$01, ,			2, &, ���	" > 0.  and 

the pdf 

���� = 2&"$���$3�� 41 − ���  − !"�#$%5,	�� ���  −!"�#$% ,2, &, ���	" > 0. 
In this model, 2, & are shape parameters and " is a scale 

parameter. 

Abd-Elfattah et al.[5] extended this work and written the 

families of exponentiated distributions which given by ���� = ������,, where ��. � is the distribution function of 

a corresponding non-generalized distribution and 2 > 0 

denotes the generalized parameter.They estimated unknown 

parameters by maximum likelihood (ML) method and used 

in Fisher information matrix for GF models, they 

application for queues in supermarkets, sea currents, wind 

speeds and track race records, Abd-Elfattah et al. [6] 

proposed goodness of fit test for generalized Fréchet 

distribution. 

Silva et al. [7] studied some of its structural properties and 

the exponentiated Fréchet model, but they adopt the EF 

terminology since 6��	���; α, 9, "� = 1 − -1 − ��� .− !/�#$01,	,  is not in 

the typical exponentiated form and the pdf is given by: ���; α, 9, "� = 2&"$���$3�� 
41 − ���  − !"�#$%5,	�� ���  − !"�#$% , 2, &	���	" > 0, 

and extended this distribution proposed by called 

exponentiated generalized (EG) class of distribution. 

Cordeiro et al. [1] obtained a new method for adding two 

parameters to a continuous distribution that extends the first 

idea of exponentiated type distribution, and they obtained 

some of its structural. The cdf and pdf are given by: ���� = �1 − �1 − �����,�: ,			�, 2	���	; > 0,        (3) 

and ���� = 2;�1 − �����,��	�1 − �1 − �����,�:������,�, 2	���	; > 0,	                    (4) 

where α and β are two additional shape parametersand ���� is the standard cumulative distribution function. In 

this Equation (4) there is no complicated  in contrast with 

the beta generalization family (Eugene et al. [8]), which 

also includes two extra parameters but involves the beta 

incomplete function. We can use the special form for 

simulations sinceits quantile function takes a simple form, 

called 

< = =� >?1 − -1 − @AB1ACDE, 

where QG(u) is the baseline quantile function. 2	and 	;	are 

two additional shape parameters, 

The EG family of densities f(x) allows for greater 

flexibility of its tails and canbe widely applied in many areas 

of engineering and biology. If ����  is a symmetric 

distribution, the distribution ����  will not be a symmetric 

distribution. The two extra parameters in Equation (4) can 

control both tail weights and possibly add entropy to the 

center of the EG density function. 

For short the exponentiated-G (Exp-G) distribution an 

alternative for parent distribution ���� and called Lehmann 

type I distribution Exp
c
(G). 

Cordeiro et al. [1] said X ~ Exp
c
G, if X has a cumulative 

function as defined by 	FG��� = ����G and density functions 

as defined by ℎG��� = 6��������G�� for c > 1 and c < 1 and 

for larger values of x, the multiplicative factor 6����G��is 

greater and smaller than one, respectively. The reverse 

assertion is also true for smaller values of x. We can imply 

that the ordinary moments associated with the density 

function ℎG���  are strictly larger (smaller) than those 

associated with the density ���� when c > 1 and c < 1.There 

is a dual transformation I��G�1 − �� , referred to as the 

Lehmann type II distribution corresponding to the 

cdf		���� = 1 − �1 − �����G . 
If α = 1, the Lehmann type I take the form (I��:�+ 

distributions. 

If β = 1, the Lehmann type II take the form (I��,�1 −��+ distributions. 

If α and β are positive integers the double transformation 

takes the form I��:�I��,�1 − ���	 generates the EG class 

of distributions and deviate of several properties of the EG 

class by this double transformation.The class of EG 

distributions shares an attractive physical interpretation 

whenever α and β are positive integers. 

Let Xj1,…, Xjα denote the lifetimes of the subcomponents 

within the jth component, j = 1,…, β; with common cdf	����. 
Let Xj denote the lifetime of the jth component and let 

X denote the lifetime of the device. We consider a device 

made of β independent component in a parallel system and 

each component is made of α independent subcomponents 

identically distributed according to ����  in a series 
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system. The device fails if all β components fail and each 

component fails if any subcomponent fails.Then, the CDF 

of X is: 

P(X ≤ x) = P(X1 ≤ x,…, Xβ ≤ x) = P(X1 ≤ x)β= [1 - P(X1> x)]β 

= [1 - P(X11> x,…, X1α> x)]β = [1 - P(X11> x)α]β 

=[1-{1-P(X11≤x)}α]β. 

So, the lifetime of the device dependent on the EG family 

of distributions. 

Many authors extended the special cases for exponentiated 

generalized class of distributions and studied some of the 

mathematical properties. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 

we define the EGF distribution and shapes of the density 

function, explicit expressions for cumulative and density 

function. Asymptotic behavior, hazard rate function in 

Section 3. Also, some important statistical properties of the 

exponentiated generalized Fréchet distribution (EGF) such as 

the quantile function, expansions for the density function 

were discussed and we derive closed form expressions for the 

moment, moment generating function and order statistics of 

the EGF distribution in Section 4. Finally the maximum 

likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the four parameters are given 

Section 5. 

2. Some Properties of Special Model 

for Exponentiated Generalized 

Class Distributions 

In this section, we present special models of the EG class 

corresponding to the Fréchet distribution. 

2.1. Exponentiated Generalized Fréchet 

Distribution 

The EGF distribution was proposed by Codeiro et al. [1], 

but they did not study its mathematical properties.The 

cumulative distribution function cdf of baseline ���� , and 

probability density function pdf of ���� , of the EGF 

distribution given by: 

���� = ��� .− !/�#$0 ,							&	���	" > 0, � > 0.	        (5) 

���� = &"$���$3����� .− !/�#$0 ,			&	���	" > 0, � > 0.	  (6) 

���� = ���; α, β, 9, "� = K1 − -1 − ��� .− !/�#$01,L: ,2, ;, &	���" > 0,		                          (7) 

and 

���� = 2;&"$���$3�� K1 − 41 − ���  − !"�#$%5,L:��		 

-1 − ��� .− !/�#$01,	�� ��� .− !/�#$0 , 2, ;, &	���" > 0.  (8) 

In this model, 2, ;, & are shape parameters and " is a scale 

parameter. Where ����  is symmetric distribution, the 

resulting model in Equation (8) will not be a symmetric 

model because the two parameters 2 and ;  can control the 

tail weights and possibly add entropy to the center of the 

exponentiated generalized family of distribution. 

(See, Cordeiro et al. [1]). 

Note, a random variable X having density function (8) is 

denoted by X~ EGF (�; α, β, 9, ") in order to eliminate the 

dependence on the model parameters.The standard Fréchet 

distributionin Equation (5) is cleary a special case of (7) 

when 2 = ; = 1 . Setting, 2 = 1  given the exponentiated 

type distributions defined by Gupta et al. [3], and we can be 

obtained exponentiated generalized Fréchet (EGF) 

distributions and exponentiated generalized Gumbel (EGu) 

if	; = 1	as defined by Cordeiro et al. [1] and Andrade et al. 

[9] respectively. 

2.2. Shape of the Probability Density 

Functions 

The first derivative of ln ����  for the exponentiated 

generalized Fréchet distribution is obtaind as followes: 

ln	���� = O	ln	(2;&"$+P − �λ + 1� ln�x� + �β − 1�ln K1 −
-1 − ��� .− !/�#$01,L + �2 − 1�ln -1 − ��� .− !/�#$01 − .!/�#$0.	 (9) 

TUV	W���T* = −	�)3��* − α&" �X���-��Y�Z.�![\#]01C^A	Y�Z.�![\#]0.![\#]^A0K��-��Y�Z.�![\#]01CL 	+
&" �,���Y�Z.�![\#]0.![\#]^A0-��Y�Z.�![\#]01 − 	λ" .!/�#$��0.	            (10) 

�)3��)*_ = −	α	 �X���4��Y�Z �![\#]%5C^A	Y�Z �![\#]% ![\#]%?��4��Y�Z �![\#]%5CD 	+
	�,���Y�Z �![\#]% ![\#]%4��Y�Z �![\#]%5 −	.!/�#$0.		            (11) 

Standard calculations based on this derivative show that 

f(x) exhibits a single mode at x = x0 is a root of (11) with ��0� = ��∞� = 0 , where x0 is the solution of dln 

f(x)/dx=0, the critical values of f(x) are a root of (11), then 

we can classify it as local maximum, local minimum or 

inflection point we have, &��a� < 0, &��a� >0	���	&��a� = 0,	 where &��� = �cde�����/��c.  (See, 

Nadarajah & Kotz [10]). 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate plots for the pdf and cdf of EGF 

distribution for selected values of the parameters. 
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Figure 1. Plots of the probability density functionof EGF distribution. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Plots of the cumulative function of the EGF distribution. 

3. Properties of the Proposed Model 

In this section, we present the structural properties of the 

EGF distribution 

3.1. Asymptotic Behavior 

we can obtain the investigation of the behavior of proposed 

model as given in Equation (8) as � → 0  and � → ∞,  and 

taking limiting for ���� 
where			� → 0; 
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lim�→a���� �
lim�→a jkk

kl2;&"$���$3�� K1 
 -1 
 ��� .
!/�#$01,L:��
-1 
 ��� .
 !/�#$01,	�� ��� .
 !/�#$0 mnn

no � 0  (12) 

And 		� → ∞, lim�→p���� �
lim�→p jkk

kl2;&"$���$3�� K1 
 -1 
 ��� .
!/�#$01,L:��
-1 
 ��� .
!/�#$01,	�� ��� .
!/�#$0 mnn

no � 0   (13) 

These results confirm further that the proposed distribution 

has a mode. 

(See, Oguntunde et al. [11]). 

3.2.Hazard Rate Function 

The survival and hazard rate function of the (EGF) 

distributions are defined by: 

q��� � 1 
 O1 
 (1 
 ����+,P: � 1 
 F��� � 1 

K1 
 -1 
 ��� .
 !/�#$01,L: ,                           (14) 

and the hazard rate function of EGF is given by: H��� � ���� 1 
 ����,⁄                                 (15) 

is an important quantity characterizing life phenomena for 

the EGF distribution, h(x) take the form 

H��� � ;&"$���$3�� 

jk
kl?��4��Y�Z �![\#]%5CDB^A4��Y�Z �![\#]%5C	^AY�Z �![\#]%

��?��4��Y�Z �![\#]%5CDB mn
no     (16) 

we can calculate the first derivative of ln h(x) with respect to 

x as follows: 

ln	h�x� � O	ln	(2;&"$+P 
 �λ R 1� ln�x� R �β 
 1�ln K1 

-1 
 ��� .
 !/�#$01,L R �2 
 1�ln -1 
 ��� .
 !/�#$01 


.!/�#$0 
 ln ?1 
 K1 
 -1 
 ��� .
 !/�#$01,L:D.	  (17) 

Then 

TUV	u�*�T* � 
	�)3��* 
 α&" �X���-��Y�Z.�![\#]01C^A	Y�Z.�![\#]0.![\#]^A0K��-��Y�Z.�![\#]01CL R
	&" �,���Y�Z.�![\#]0.![\#]^A0-��Y�Z.�![\#]01 
 	λ" .!/�#$��0 


,X$/K��-��Y�Z.�![\#]01CLB^A-��Y�Z.�![\#]01C^A	Y�Z.�![\#]0.![\#]^A0
?��K��-��Y�Z.�![\#]01CLBD     (18) 

Then 

�)3��) � (vw] +c x�
�α �X���-��Y�Z.�-[]y 101C^A	Y�Z.�-[]y 10.-[]y 10
K��-��Y�Z.�-[]y 101CL R

	�,���Y�Z.�-[]y 10.-[]y 10
-��Y�Z.�-[]y 101 
	z!/]{ #| 


2β K��-��Y�Z.�-[]y 101CLB^A-��Y�Z.�-[]y 101C^A	Y�Z.�-[]y 10.-[]y 10
?��K��-��Y�Z.�-[]y 101CLBD }   (19) 

Standard calculations based on this derivative show that 

h(x) exhibits a single mode at x = x0 with h(0) = h(∞) = 0, 

where y0 = �a$ is the solution of (19) respectively. 

(See, Nadarajah & Kotz [10]). 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate plots of survival and hazard rate 

functions of EGF distribution for selected values of the 

parameters. 
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Figure 3. Shows plots of survival functions of EGFdistribution. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Shows plots of the hazard rate functions of the EGFdistribution. 

4. Some Properties of Exponentiated 

Generalized Fréchet Distribution 

In this section, we study some statistical properties of EGF 

distribution, specifically quantile function, expansions for the 

density function and order statistics. 

4.1. Quantile Function 

The quantile function and median are given by: =�@� = ����@� 
Therefore, the corresponding quantile function for the 

proposed model is given by: 

=�@� = " ?−d� >1 
 -1 
 �1 
 @�AB1ACED�	A]             (20) 

Let U has the uniform U(0, 1) distribution. we obtain the 

median by substituting u=0.5. here the median of the 

proposed model is given by: 

����0.5� � " ?
d� >1 
 -1 
 �0.5�AB1ACED�	A],	     (21) 

(See, Oguntunde et al.[11], and Elbatal and Hiba [12]), to 

simulate the EGF distribution is a quite strength forward 

using the means of inverse transformation method, we 

consider the random variable x given by: 

< � =�@� � " ?
d� >1 
 -1 
 �1 
 @�AB1ACED�	A],       (22) 

the effect of the additional shape parameter 2 , and ;  for 

stander Fréchet distribution on skewness and kurtosis of a 

new distribution based on quantile measure.  

4.2. Expansions for Cumulative Distribution 

and the Density Function 

The power series expansion for real non-integer β given 
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by: �1 − ��:�� = ∑ ���� ,p��a                 (23) 

where 

�� = �−1�� -; − 1� 1 = �−1��Γ���Γ�� − ���!  

Which is valid for |�|< 1. Replace (23) by (3) and using 

the binomial expansion for a positive real power 

���� = �1 − (1 − ����+,�: = ���−1��3� -;�1p
��a

p
��a -2�� 1 ����� 

Then 

���� = ∑ ∑ �−1��3� !:��� #p��ap��a (,�� +��� .−� !/�#$0,		   (24) 

and ���� = 2;&"$���$3�� 
K1 − 41 − ���  −!"�#$%5,	L:�� 41

− ���  − !"�#$%5,	�� ���  −!"�#$% 

= ���2	;&"$���$3�����  −�� + 1� !"�#$% 

where 

��� = ∑ ∑ �−1��3� !:��� #p��ap��a (,��3����� +,		     (25) 

(See, Cordeiro et al. [1]). 

4.3. Moments 

In this section, we discuss the general formulae for the r th 

moment for EGF distribution is given by: �� = I�<�� = � ��������pa              (26) 

general formulae for the moments where � > 0,  and real 

noninteger, we have the infinite power series �1 − �������� = ∑ �−1��(���� +�����p��a          (27) 

where the binomial coefficient is defined for any real b, ���� 
is EGF distribution if b is an integer, the index i in previous 

sum stop at b-1 from Equation (1) and from Equation (3) the 

cdf is: ���� = �1 − �1 − �����,�: = ∑ �−1��(:� +��1 −p��a�����,�� = �∑ �−1��(:� +p��a !∑ �−1�� !,�� # �����p��a #� =∑ ∑ �−1��3�(:� + !,�� # �����p��ap��a                           (28) 

from Equations (5) and (7)we have a cumulative function 

���� = ∑ ∑ �−1��3�(:��� + !,�� # ��� .−� !/�#$0p��ap��a      (29) 

and from Equation (8) we have a probability density function 

���� = 2;&"$���$3�� K1 − 41 − ���  −!"�#$%5,L:�� 41
− ���  − !"�#$%5,	�� ���  − !"�#$% 

����
= 2;&"$���$3�� ��−1�� -; − 1� 1 K41p

��a
− ���  −!"�#$%5,L� � �−1�� -2� − 1� 1

4���  −!"�#$%5� ���  − !"�#$%
p
��a

= 2;&"$���$3�� ��−1�� -; − 1� 1 41p
��a− ���  −!"�#$%5,� ��−1�� -2� − 1� 1 4���  − !"�#$%5�3�p

��a
= 2;&"$���$3�� �� �−1��3� -; − 1� 1

42�� + 1� − 1� 5 ���  −�� + 1� !"�#$%
p
��a

p
��a  

Then 

���� = ���2;&"$���$3����� .−�� + 1� !/�#$0       (30) 

where 

��� = ���−1��3� -; − 1� 1 42�� + 1� − 1� 5 ,p
��a

p
��a  

from Equation (26) and (30), we can obtain 

�� = � ��������p
a

= � ��
�
���

2;&"$���$3��

���−1��3� -; − 1� 1 42�� + 1� − 1� 5
���  −�� + 1� !"�#$%

p
��a

p
��a �

�����p
�  

= 2;&"$ �� �−1��3� -; − 1� 1 42�� + 1� − 1� 5
� �����$3�����  −�� + 1� !"�#$% ��p
a

p
��a

p
��a  

= ���2;&"$� ���$��	���  −�� + 1� !"�#$%��p
a  

Setting @ = �� + 1� !/�#$ , ��reducesto 
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��= ���2;"��� + 1����/$ � @�	¥]����−@��@	p
a

= 2;"� �� �−1��3� -; − 1� 1
42�� + 1� − 1� 5 �� + 1�¥]	��	Γ !1 − ¦&#

p
��a

p
��a . 

�� = ���2;"��� + 1�¥]	��Γ !1 − �$#	           (31) 

4.4. Moment Generating Function 

In this section, we derive the moment generating 

functionofEGF distribution. Let <~I����; 2, ;, "� 
distribution then moment generating function (mgf) ¨©�ª� is 
given by: 

¨©�ª� = I��«�� = � �«�������,p
a 	 

∴ ©̈�ª� = ∑ «¥�! �� = ∑ «¥�! ���2;"��� + 1�¥]	�	�Γ !1 − �$#p��ap��a .	 (32) 

since ∑ «¥�! ������p��a  the integral converges for all t close to 0 

the mgf ¨©�ª� = I���� by replacing I���� the Equation (31) 

the result is obtained Equation (32). 

(See, Cordeiro et al. [1], Elbatal and Hiba [12]). 

4.5. Order Statistics 

In this section, we derive closed form expressions for the 

pdfsof thei
th

 order statistic of the EGF distribution; 

Let Y1,…,Yn random variables from iid, i=1,…,n. 

The density ��:®��� of the ith order statistic is given by 

��:®��� = W���¯��,®��3����������1 − �����®�� .		       (33) 

where ���, α, β�	and	���, α, β� are the cdf and pdf of the EG 

Class distribution given by (3) and (4) respectively, and ��. , . � is the beta function. Substituting equation (3) and (4) 

and we can be written 

��:®��� = ,:¯��,®��3�	������1 − �����,���1 − �1 −�����,�:����1 − �1 − �1 − �����,�:�®�� .	             (34) 

The binomial series expansion, ��:®���  can be used and 

written by 

��:®��� = ∑ �−1��®����a (®��� + ,:¯��,®��3�	������1 − �����,�� ×�1 − �1 − �����,�:��3����          (35) 

we can be replaced equation (23) where ; real non integer to 

the last term and we can obtain ��:®��� =,:¯��,®��3������∑ ∑ �−1��3�p��a®����a (®��� +(:��3����� + ×	�1 − �����,��3����		                  (36) 

This Equation can be rewritten as ��:®��� =
,:¯��,®��3�	�����∑ ∑ ∑ �−1��3�3±(®��� +(:��3����� +(,��3����± +× ����±p±�ap��a®����a =

²± ,:¯��,®��3�	���������± ,	                 (37) 

Where the coefficients q± can be calculated as ²± = ²±�2, ;, �, �	�
= ���

�−1��3�3± -� − 1� 1
4;�� + �� − 1¦ 5 42�¦ + 1� − 1d 5
× 2;���, � − � + 1	� ��������±

p
±�a

p
��a

®��
��a  

We can be rewritten the Equation (37) of the Exp-G 

density functions as 

��:®��� = ,:¯��,®��3�	�����∑ ²±ℎ±3����.p±�a          (38) 

The Equation (38) is the main result because, the density 

function of the EGF order statistic is a linear combination of 

Exp-G densities.We canobtain several mathematical 

properties such as incomplete moments, generating 

functionand mean deviations.The i
th 

ordinary moment of		<�:® 

isdefined by 

I�<�:®� � = 2;���, � − � + 1	� �����²± � ℎ±3����.p
a

p
±�a  

(See, Cordeiro et al. [1], and Elbatal and Hiba [12]). 

5. Maximum Likelihood Estimators 

(ML) 

In this section, the problem of estimation of the unknown 

four parameters for the special models of the exponentiated 

generalized (EG) class distributions will be discussed. 

The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of 

theparameters of the EG distribution from complete samples. 

LetX1,…,Xn be a random sample of size n from an 

exponentiated generalized Fréchet distribution with unknown 

parameters�α, β, 9, "�, the likelihood function takes the form 

L�x´, α, β, 9, "�∏ ¶����®��� =
	·®β®9®¸¹.9∏ ����93º� 4º − -º − »¼½ .− !¼̧¾#901·5:��

-º − »¼½ .− !¼̧¾#901,�� »¼½ .− !¼̧¾#90
®��� 		   (39) 

Then the log-likelihood function L�x´, α, β, 9, "� can be 

written as 
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log L�x´, α, β, 9, "� = 		��ln�α� + ln�β� + ln�9� +�9�ln�"�� − �9 + º�∑ ln	�¼¾�¹¾�º + �β − 1�∑ ln K1− -º −¹¾�º
»¼½ .− !¼̧¾#901·L + 	�α − º�∑ ln -º − »¼½ .− !¼̧¾#901¹¾�º +

∑ .−!¼̧¾#90¹¾�º                        (40) 

The normal equations become 

ÀUVÁÀÂ = VÂ −	�β − 1�∑ x4��Ã*Ä �-ÅÆÇ1È%5É	UV4��Ã*Ä �-ÅÆÇ1È%5
?��4��Ã*Ä �-ÅÆÇ1È%5É	D

}V́�� +
∑ ln -1 − exp .−!Ë*Ç#)01V́��                           (41) 

Ì±®ÍÌX = 	®X + ∑ ln K1− -1 − ��� .− !/�Î#$01,	L®���        (42) 

Ïd�ÐÏ& = �& + 	�. ln"	 −� ln	���� − 2	�; − 1�®
���  

�
jkk
kl-1 − ��� .− !/�Î#$01,	�� ��� .− !/�Î#$0 .!/�Î#$0 	d� !/�Î#K1− -1 − ��� .− !/�Î#$01,	L mnn

no®
���  

+�2	 − 1�∑ ÑY�Z �-[\Î1]% -[\Î1]%	±®-[\Î14��Y�Z �-[\Î1]%5
Ò®��� −

∑ 4.!/�Î#$0 d� !/�Î#5®��� 				              (43) 

Ïd�ÐÏ" = �. &" − 2&�; − 1�"  

∑ x4��Y�Z �-[\Î1]%5C	^AY�Z �-[\Î1]% -[\Î1]%?��4��Y�Z �-[\Î1]%5
CD }®��� +

$�,���/ ∑ ÑY�Z �-[\Î1]% -[\Î1]%4��Y�Z �-[\Î1]%5
Ò −®��� $/∑ Ó.!/�Î#$0Ô®���       (44) 

The MLE of α, β, &, ���	"  can be obtained by solving 

theEquations (41), (42), (43) and (44) using Ïd�ÐÏα = 0, Ïd�ÐÏβ = 0, Ïd�ÐÏ& = 0	��� Ïd�ÐÏ" = 0 

we can't be solved analytically and require statistical 

software with iterative numerical techniques. 

we can use software package Math Cad (2001) to solve a 

nonlinear equation. 

Also, we obtain the 4×4 observed information matrix 

through, Õ2Ö;×&×"ÖØ~
jkk
klÙ2;&"Ú ,

�
��
Û,,ÜÛ,:Ü Û,$Ü Û,/ÜÛ:,Ü Û::Ü Û:$ÜÛ:/ÜÛ$,ÜÛ$:Ü Û$$ÜV)ËÜÛ/,ÜÛ/:Ü VË)Ü Û//Ü �

��mnn
no
 

The inverse of the matrix results in the well-known 

variance-covariance matrix.  we can calculate the observed 

information since its expectation requires numerical 

integration. The 4×4 observed information matrix is 

approximate Fisher information matrix 2 = 2Ö, ; = ;×, & = &×,���" = "Ö 

Û�� = −I
jkk
kkk
kkk
l∂clnL∂αc 		∂clnL∂αÏβ 		 ∂clnL∂α	Ï& 		∂clnL∂αÏ"∂clnLÏβ ∂α		∂clnL∂βc 		∂clnL∂βÏ& 		 ∂clnL∂β ∂"∂clnLÏ& ∂α			∂clnLÏ& ∂β		∂clnL∂&c 		 ∂clnLÏ& ∂"∂clnL∂"Ïα 		∂clnL∂" ∂β		∂clnL∂"Ï& 		∂clnL∂"c mnn

nnn
nnn
o
 

where 

Û,, = ∂clnL∂αc , Û:: = ∂clnL∂βc , Û$$ = ∂clnL∂&c , 	Û// = ∂clnL∂"c , Û,:
= Û:, = ∂clnL∂αÏβ , Û,$ = Û$, = ∂clnL∂α	Ï& , Û,/= Û/, = ∂clnL∂αÏ" , Û:$ = Û$: = ∂clnL∂βÏ& , Û:/
= Û/: = ∂clnL∂β ∂" , V)Ë = VË) = ∂clnLÏ& ∂", 

By solving this inverse dispersion matrix these solution 

will yield asymptotic variance and covariance's of these ML 

estimators for αß, βà, &×	���	"Ö  .We approximate100�1 − 2�% 

confidence intervals for �α, β, &	���	"�  are determined 

respectively as αß ± �C	_ ËÉÉ√® 	 , βà ± �C	_
Ëää√® 	 , &× ± �C	_ Ë]]√® ,			"Ö ±�C	_ Ë[[√® . where�,  is the upper 1002«å  the percentile of the 

standard normal distribution. 

(See, AbdElfattah and Omima [5], Oguntunde et al. [11] 

and Elbatal and Hiba ([12]). 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we study a new four-parameter for the 

exponentiated generalized Fréchet (EGF) distribution. This 

model generalizes the Fréchet distribution, which is one of 

the most important models for fitting data with support and 

using Math Cad (2001). We provide some mathematical 

properties of the EGF distribution including ordinary 

moment, moment generating and quantile functions. 

The density function of the order statistics is obtained as a 

mixture of exponentiated Fréchet densities. We discuss the 

parameter estimation by maximum likelihood and provide 
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the observed information matrix. We provide a Monte Carlo 

simulation study to evaluate the maximum likelihood 

estimation of the model parameters. Further, using a 

goodness of fit test based on correlation coefficient test. 
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